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 Melody has low
 vision andSeemore 

has a hearing 
impairment and

And RJ uses his
and gadget-packed wheelchair
to zoom his friends to any destination!

When they harness the powers 
associated with their disabilities,

Addy has ADHD, a 
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engineering

Uno’s Autism comes with
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hearing and 
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skills.
and             creativity.

            

         insight and 
         perception.



HI! I’M ADDY!
Whoa, sorry! Did I just yell that? I’m just SO excited to see you! 

This is a show about me and my best buddy Uno. He’s the 
smartest person I know! Uno doesn’t like to talk much, but 
he’s so fantastic at math and memory- it’s bananas! Don’t 
you just love banana smoothies? I also like chicken nuggets 
shaped like penguins. Anyway, Uno and I go on adventures 
every single day. A day without adventures is a day lost in my 
book. Did I tell you I have a book?

Anyway, every day at school, a problem 
or mystery will arise. And then, Uno, our 
friends and I all put our heads together,  
dig around in my Cabinet of Wonders,  
make a GINORMOUS mess, but then come 
up with a brilliant plan to save the day, 
using our super abilities!

Am I getting ahead of myself? My parents 
tell me I go off on something called tangents, 
which sound juicy and delicious. 

And then I write all about it in my  
Book of Adventures.  
 
Man, I love adventures!

According to my super-smart friend Dr. Nava Silton, our adventures accomplish three things:

If you have any questions, you 
should get in touch with my pal, 
Dr. Nava Silton!  

GOAL 1:

GOAL 2:

GOAL 3:

Showcase the talents, strengths, and nuanced abilities of individuals with disabilities. Viewers will 
recognize the characters by their strengths and unique know-how, learning from them along the way: 
creative problem-solving from Addy; music theory from Melody; math, engineering, and Spanish from 
Uno; rocketry and space from RJ, and American Sign Language from Seemore.

Promote social development through the characters’ unique personalities. This will be especially 
helpful for viewers on the Autism spectrum, and for viewers at large.

Promote a strong stop bullying platform. Address rehabilitating bullies, and portraying them not 
solely through their negative qualities, but with nuance and complex characteristics.

nava.silton@gmail.com     
646-352-2151
www.realabilities.com

She would LOVE to talk to you.


